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Community design guidelines. Community center design standards. Community hall design requirements. Community center design ideas.
The intention to empower communities takes shape in the distribution of tax revenues to the lowest possible layer and the seizing of the opportunity to support their own society by local populations. These two aspects of the implementation of the Standards of LIFE, and BASE in particular, find the natural expression of their practical achievement in
the development and establishment of the Community Center. A Community Center is as much a concept and intention as it is a physical building. It is the base of operations for the provision of services to the community at the same time that it is a haven, a refuge and a meeting point for the community. As part of the initial changes implemented in
the early years of a LIFE government, the Community Center also provides a focal point and real exhibition of the change of practice behind the philosophy of the Standards of LIFE. The development of a Community Center embodies the aspirations of the society and emphasises the practical nature of social services. Design The actual, physical
design of a Community Center in any given Community will be determined by the Community itself. Where it should be located, whether reusing existing buildings or starting from scratch, what colour, shape or size are all factors that need to be appropriate to the specific Community. There are, however, elements of a Community Center that can be
appropriately specified based on expected uses and design experience. To provide a head start to Communities in their deliberations about the establishment of their own Community Center, the following suggestions and considerations are offered. Also, given that most Community Centers will be funded with revenues drawn from a population wider
than the Community it is appropriate that there should be standards (see below) that need to be met. A substantial portion of the design will be determined by the functions that the Community Center must provide (see Functions below). Functions Function Primary Services Options Kitchen Meals prepared for those in need, including for delivery to
disabled, house-bound and the sick.At least one cooked meal per day, using as much local produce as practical. Part of delivering the BASE Shelter service. Culinary training. Dining Dining facilities for the able bodied to consume meals prepared in the Kitchen. Space can be joined to create a larger Meeting & Education space. Meeting & Education
Hosting community meetings and providing facilities for the general educational needs of the residents, such as for presentations by local and visiting experts, authors, artists. Space can be joined with Dining and Library to create a larger Meeting & Education space. Library & Information In additional to providing general internet access services,
secure public access terminals (SPAT) are available for information access and research. SPATs here can provide the high VQ necessary to enable citizens to review and edit their xID. Community xID certificate store (needs secure facility). Space can be joined to create a larger Meeting & Education space. Citizens’ Advice Staffed facility for providing
citizen’s with advice on issues ranging from legal rights to financial planning. Community Services Coordinating center for information about services available to Community residents, including local BASE housing. Guides to local facilities, commerce, attractions and local events. Community policing center. ReUse & Recycling Donation, reuse and
recycling center staffed by local residents. This facility can service the clothing element of the Shelter requirements under BASE. Transport Local public transport coordination and management center. See Lifeville model for examples of transport management. Delivery services for the Kitchen. Adjoining local public transport hub Standards The
following standards apply to Community Centers: sufficiently integrated and physically condensed to provide for shared and mixed use of the facilities suitably sized for the Community as energy efficient as possible easily accessible and very close to, or actually, the center of local public transport services built with local materials built with local
labour What is universal design? Universal design is the process of designing products and environments to be used by everyone, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialised design. Universal design is a process, not an outcome. Universal design assists everyone, not just people with a disability. Universal design is
different to accessible design. Accessible design is usually based on minimum legislative requirements or accepted Standards that define how access should be provided to buildings, facilities and products, so they can be used by people with a disability. Often these have a tendency to lead to 'different' or 'separate' facilities, for example, a wheelchair
accessible toilet or a ramp installed to the side of a stairway at an entrance to a building. The aim of universal design is to provide one solution that can accommodate all people, including people with a disability, as well as the rest of the community; universal design incorporates the needs of older adults, children and young people, women and men
and people who are left handed or right handed. Universal Design Fact Sheet (docx, 122.28 KB) What are the principles of Universal Design? The Universal Design Principles were developed by the Centre for Universal Design at North Carolina State University, United States of America (USA). These principles were designed in collaboration with a
consortium of universal design researchers and practitioners from across the USA. The authors, a working group of architects, product designers, engineers and environmental design researchers, collaborated to establish the following Principles of Universal Design to guide a wide range of design disciplines. The group developed seven
principles that may be applied to evaluate existing designs, guide the design process and educate both designers and consumers about the characteristics of more usable products and environments. The seven Principles of Universal Design are as follows (note that all principles may not be relevant to all designs): Principle one: Equitable use The
design is useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities. Ideally the means by which people use the setting should be the same, for example, providing one means of entry to a building that works well for everyone, not a mix of stairs and a ramp. Guidelines Provide the same means of use for all users, identical whenever possible, equivalent
when not. Avoid segregating or stigmatising any users. Provisions for privacy, security and safety should be equally available to all users. Make the design appealing to all users. Principle two: Flexibility in use The design accommodates a wide range of individual preferences and abilities. The setting should allow people to use elements in more than
one prescribed way, for example, providing a countertop orientation map that is viewable from either a seated or standing position. Guidelines Provide choice in methods of use. Accommodate right or left-handed access and use. Facilitate the user's accuracy and precision. Provide adaptability to the user's pace. Principle three: Simple and intuitive
use The use of the design is easy to understand regardless of the user's experience, knowledge, language skills or current concentration level. The building should make it easy for everyone to understand the purpose of each element and how to use it, for example, providing a bathroom basin tap that makes the method of operation readily apparent
and relatively easy to use. Guidelines Eliminate unnecessary complexity. Be consistent with user expectations and intuition. Accommodate a wide range of literacy and language skills. Arrange information consistent with its importance. Provide effective prompting and feedback during and after task completion. Principle four: Perceptible information
The design communicates necessary information effectively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user's sensory abilities. The setting should provide all essential information in a variety of modes, for example, written, symbolic, tactile and verbal. Guidelines Use different modes (pictorial, verbal, tactile) for redundant presentation of
essential information. Provide adequate contrast between essential information and its surroundings. Maximise "legibility" of essential information. Differentiate elements in ways that can be described (that is, make it easy to give instructions or directions). Provide compatibility with a variety of techniques or devices used by people with sensory
limitations. Principle five: Tolerance for error The design minimises hazards and the adverse consequences of accidental or unintended actions. When potentially dangerous conditions are unavoidable, people should receive warnings as they approach the element, for example, providing proximity warnings in a variety of sensory modes near the top of
stairs. Guidelines Arrange elements to minimise hazards and errors, most used elements, most accessible, hazardous elements eliminated, isolated or shielded. Provide warnings of hazards and errors. Provide fail-safe features. Discourage unconscious action in tasks that require vigilance. Principle six: Low physical effort The design can be used
efficiently and comfortably and with a minimum of fatigue. The setting should employ design features that require little or no physical force to use them, for example, replacing a traditional door knob with a lever handle that does not require the ability to grasp and turn the wrist. Guidelines Allow user to maintain a neutral body position. Use

reasonable operating forces. Minimise repetitive actions. Minimise sustained physical effort. Principle seven: Size and space for approach and use Appropriate size and space is provided for approach, reach, manipulation, and use regardless of user's body size, posture or mobility. A setting should provide an adequate amount of space that is
appropriately arranged to enable everyone to use them, for example, providing knee space under a washroom lavatory* to enable use by someone in a seated position. Guidelines Provide a clear line of sight to important elements for any seated or standing user. Make reach to all components comfortable for any seated or standing user. Accommodate
variations in hand and grip size. Provide adequate space for the use of assistive devices or personal assistance. Designers must also incorporate other considerations such as economic, engineering, cultural, gender and environmental concerns in their design processes. These principles offer designers guidance to better integrate features that meet
the needs of as many users as possible. Copyright 1997 NC State University, the Center for Universal Design What are the benefits of Universal Design? Universal design benefits all people. If buildings and products are designed with consideration of the needs of as many users as possible, there will be a greatly reduced requirement for modification
and the additional expense related to this, as individual needs change. In addition, the ability of more people to participate in sport and recreation is greatly enhanced when the Principles of Universal Design are incorporated into buildings, facilities and products. In Australia, the benefits of universal design are becoming more widely understood and
recognised. The Australian Commonwealth Government has acknowledged the Principles of Universal Design in its National Disability Strategy 2010-2020. In addition the National Rental Affordability Scheme assesses affordable housing initiatives against a number of universal design criteria for funding eligibility. The voluntary Livable Housing
Design Guidelines, developed by the National Dialogue on Universal Housing Design also recognises the benefits of universal design principles in the development of housing for everyone. Sport and Recreation Victoria supports and encourages use of the Principles of Universal Design in the planning, design, development and upgrade of all sporting
and recreation facilities. For further information in relation to universal design go to:
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